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Seesaw is the most intuitive, robust, and easy-to-use cloud-based K-5 digital portfolio in the education space. Seesaw
is used in 1 in 2 US schools, and by millions of students, teachers, and families in over 150 countries. Seesaw allows
students and teachers to document learning with a variety of powerful and intuitive built-in tools, like draw+record,
collage, video, pictures, files, links, audio, and more - students of all ages are able to add any art artifacts or work in
progress to Seesaw (whether by taking pictures or video of physical work, importing digital artwork created in other
apps/tools, or creating the art directly in Seesaw).

Seesaw’s tools are intuitive, open-ended, and meet students where they are, so students at all levels have more
options to showcase their creativity. Students can use a full-screen canvas, expressive pens, labels, shapes,
Multipage, and more to demonstrate and create artwork, all within Seesaw.

Students create a portfolio they are proud to show others and families gain a window into their student’s learning like
never before. Families can easily connect to their child’s journal and get notified instantly when their child adds work to
their Seesaw portfolio (teachers can approve entries before the work is shared with family members). Seesaw has a
built-in translation tool so families who speak a different language at home can easily stay connected to their child’s
work and communicate with school staff. Teachers, admins, students, and families can comment and like student work
as well as make notes around student work as needed.

Teachers have the ability to organize content as well as search a robust library of art activities that can align with
customizable learning standards. Teachers will save time with assessments and gain a deeper understanding of their
student’s thinking and progress.

Seesaw is used daily around the world on all types of devices, laptop or tablet - including iPads, Chromebooks, PC,
and Android devices - and allows students to store and document an unlimited amount of work throughout their
journey in your learning community (per year, and year-over-year).
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